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Calling all Dragonologists! Grab your markers or colored
pencils and bring these dragons to life. Express your
creativity with an artist’s companion to the beloved
Dragonology. With intricate illustrations and fascinating
facts, here is a chance to bring vivid color to an array of
incredible dragons, including the European dragon, the
Frost dragon, the Chinese lung, the American
amphithere, and many more. After learning about and
coloring the dragons in this book, both experienced and
apprentice dragonologists will be fully prepared for that
all-important first dragon encounter.
'Vampireology' reveals the history of vampires who have
lived among us and preyed on humans since the
beginning of time. Written in 1900 by the world's
Protector, Archibald Brooks, the unpublished manuscript
falls into the hands of our detective, Kraik, when Brooks
is murdered in 1920. Kraik is given the task of publishing
the book.
A fictitious explorer recounts his adventures with Percy
Fawcett as they traveled to South America, where they
encountered dinosaurs in the rain forest.
An explorer and his nephew set out to beat Lewis &
Clark to the Pacific in this humorous historical novel by
the author of A Stranger in the Kingdom. In the spring of
1804, Private True Teague Kinneson—schoolmaster,
inventor, playwright, and explorer—sets out with his
nephew, Ticonderoga, to race Meriwether Lewis and
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William Clark to the Pacific. Along the way True and Ti
encounter Daniel Boone and his six-foot-two spinster
daughter, Flame Danielle; fight and trick a renegade
army out to stop Lewis’s expedition; invent baseball with
the Nez Perce; hold a high-stakes rodeo with
Sacagawea’s Shoshone relatives; and outwit True’s
lifelong adversary, the Gentleman from Vermont, a.k.a.
the Devil himself. And when a beautiful and mysterious
Blackfoot girl named Yellow Sage Flower Who Tells
Wise Stories enters the tale, things start to get really
interesting . . . A Top Ten Book Sense 76 Selection
Praise for The True Account “A madcap what-if story . . .
a cock-eyed joyride through history.” —Washington Post
“Picaresque is too tame a word for this imagined romp . .
. A great adventure.” —Los Angelese Times Book Review
“The funniest historical novel about the West since Little
Big Man.” —Denver Post “Mosher calls to mind the best
of Mark Twain—mischievous, touching, and very funny.”
—Carl Hiaasen “Clever . . . . Fun and fanciful with much
to savor, Mosher's novel demonstrates a boundless
imagination and a light comic touch.” —Publishers
Weekly
Serafina and Braeden make an epic return in the fourth
installment of Robert Beatty's #1 New York Times bestselling series. Peace and tranquility have finally returned
to Biltmore Estate after hard-won battles against
encroaching darkness. But as time passes without signs
of danger, Serafina finds herself questioning her own
purpose. Who is she if not Biltmore's protector? When
deceptively dark and unsettling events begin to take
place at Biltmore, is Serafina merely desperate to once
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again play the role of heroine? Or are her home and
loved ones in terrible danger from a strange and sinister
force?
KnightologyCandlewick Press (MA)
The World's most beloved role-playing game, Dungeons
& Dragons, joins the legendary Ology series as
Volothamp Geddarm takes you on an unforgettable
journey to the Forgotten Realms. From the dreaming
spires of Waterdeep to the frozen majesty of Drizzt
Do'Urden's Icewind Dale and from the despicable
Underdark to the mysterious Underchasm you'll learn the
history, secrets and wonders of this incredible world.
Previously published as Curse of the Boggin. A fastpaced, thrilling series opener from bestselling author D.
J. MacHale. Check out a book—and unlock an adventure!
There's a place filled with tales that don't have an
ending. Puzzles that won't be solved until someone
steps in to finish them. Enter the Library. Marcus and his
friends have found the key to open it. And they need to
use it, because, clearly, something is up. A strange guy
in a bathrobe haunts them; fires rage and flare out in an
instant; a peculiar old lady keeps telling them,
“Surrender the key. . . .” At first Marcus thinks he’s
going nuts, until the mystery gets personal. The Library
may hold some answers, but the clock is running out.
Because on these library shelves, the stories you don’t
finish might just finish you. . . . Kids love Surrender the
Key (The Library, Book 1): “A mysterious, hard-to-putdown book with a twisting plot, funny characters, and
haunting souls. I can’t wait to hear what adventures they
have next.” —A.J. H., age 11 “I read enough in just one
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day to fill my school reading log for a week.” —Michael
C., age 10 “A unique, intriguing book filled with pageturning adventures.” —Madeline H., age 12 “Couldn’t put
it down. I stayed up reading until 11:00 p.m. with only
one thought in my mind: one more chapter!” —Ben H.,
age 11
The perfect follow-up to 'Egyptology' this is an entirely
genuine course in the subject.
Elaborate facsimile journal of a Greek mythology primer
from the early nineteenth century.
The Mediterranean and its hinterlands were the scene of
intensive and transformative contact between cultures in
the Middle Ages. From the seventh to the seventeenth
century, the three civilizations into which the region came
to be divided geographically – the Islamic Khalifate, the
Byzantine Empire, and the Latin West – were busily
redefining themselves vis-à-vis one another.
Interspersed throughout the region were communities of
minorities, such as Christians in Muslim lands, Muslims
in Christian lands, heterodoxical sects, pagans, and, of
course, Jews. One of the most potent vectors of
interaction and influence between these communities in
the medieval world was inter-religious conversion: the
process whereby groups or individuals formally
embraced a new religion. The chapters of this book
explore this dynamic: what did it mean to convert to
Christianity in seventh-century Ireland? What did it mean
to embrace Islam in tenth-century Egypt? Are the two
phenomena comparable on a social, cultural, and legal
level? The chapters of the book also ask what we are
able to learn from our sources, which, at times, provide a
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very culturally-charged and specific conversion rhetoric.
Taken as a whole, the compositions in this volume set
out to argue that inter-religious conversion was a
process that was recognizable and comparable
throughout its geographical and chronological purview.
Age Level: 4 to 8 | Grade Level: K to 4 What's a knight's
greatest power? Stories, of course! From the beloved
author/illustrator team behind The Snatchabookcomes
the ultimate storytime book about castles, knights,
dragons, and the power of stories! Even dragons love a
good story... Leo was a gentle knight in thought and
word and deed. While other knights liked fighting, Leo
liked to sit and read... When Leo's mom and dad pack
him off to fight a dragon, he takes a shield, a sword--and
a pile of his favorite books. But can a story be as mighty
as a sword? This delightful rhyming story about books
and the joy of reading is also perfect for kids who love
dragon books, adventures, brave knights, and books
about castles! An Autumn 2016 Kids Indie Next Pick A
2017-2018 SSYRA Jr. List Title Praise for The
Snatchabook: #1 Indie Next Pick "I dare you to try to
read The Snatch-a-book silently to yourself. You can't do
it. The book is so wonderful it demands to be read out
loud. And besides, if you didn't read the book out loud,
how would the Snatch-a-book hear it?"--Caldecott
Medalist Brian Selznick "This ever-so-sweet story begs
to be read out loud."--Booklist "The gorgeous illustrations
are a perfect match for the lively text. This book is a
fabulous fit for both storytime and one-on-one reading.
Children will be begging for this book to be read to them
every night-clever ones will claim they want to keep the
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Snatchabook happy."--School Library Journal "The
husband-and-wife team of the Dochertys have a winner
in this heartwarming tribute to the essential role of
bedtime reading in the lives of families."--Publishers
Weekly "The story is sweet and the illustrations
darling."--Kirkus "This whodunit with an uplifting ending
will appeal to fans of How the Grinch Stole Christmas! . .
. [it] celebrates bedtime reading as a ritual to be revered,
and features a thief who merely wants to share in the
fun."--Shelf Awareness Pro
Where Legend and History Collide, One Young Woman
Will Fight for the Innocent Born a baron's daughter, Lady
Merry Ellison is now an enemy of the throne after her
father's failed assassination attempt upon the king. Bold
and uniquely skilled, she is willing to go to any lengths to
protect the orphaned children of her former village--a
group that becomes known as "The Ghosts of
Farthingale Forest." Merry finds her charge more difficult
as their growing notoriety brings increasing trouble their
way. Timothy Grey, ninth child of the Baron of Greyham,
longs to perform some feat so legendary that he will rise
from obscurity and earn a title of his own. When the
Ghosts of Farthingale Forest are spotted in Wyndeshire,
where he serves as assistant to the local earl, he might
have found his chance. But when he comes face-to-face
with the leader of the thieves, he's forced to reexamine
everything he's known. "Sleiman launches an actionpacked, historical series of adventure and romance,
starring a strong, intelligent female Robin Hood who lives
up to the famous outlaw's reputation. This fun read
makes a great adult-YA crossover for Robin Hood fans
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who enjoy a twist to a classic tale." -Library Journal,
starred review
Merlin the wizard challenges readers to become wizards
like himself by deciphering clues hidden in his guide to
wizardry.
Purports to be the journal of Zoticus de Lesseps, written
on an ill-fated 1863 voyage accompanying Captain
Nemo to explore the mysteries of the deep sea.
First English translation of seminal essays on heresy and
other aspects of medieval religious history.
A latest entry in the series that includes Oceanology reveals
the secrets of the world's most famous magicians and
illusionists from the ancient Egyptians to Harry Houdini while
explaining how to master such examples as the classic cupsand-ball illusion and mind-reading card tricks.
This stunning new atlas is your first-class pass on a world
tour of the homes of Earth's most incredible animals. The
latest exciting title in DK's popular Where on Earth? series
maps out the habitats of the world's mammals, fish, birds,
reptiles, invertebrates, and more. Whether it's plotting the
range of a lion, following the flight paths of birds, tracking
great white sharks in the oceans, or exploring the migration of
the monarch butterfly, you will see exactly where and how
more than 100 extraordinary animal species live. What makes
Where on Earth? Animals unique are the maps themselves.
Each one is individually commissioned in 3-D, with detail to
show the habitat of each animal, as well as its geographic
location. This reveals an astonishing amount of information
about the behavior of these animals, from how seals are
adapted to survive in freezing Antarctic seas to how beetles
survive in the heat of the Sahara desert. There is also a focus
on the conservation and protection of animals. Maps reveal
the shrinking territories of some species, showing where they
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used to roam in the past compared to what's left of their
range today. Whichever animal you're trying to track down,
you're sure to find it in Where on Earth? Animals.
The story of Henry Tudor’s march to Bosworth and the
throne of England began long before the fatal summer of
1485, with his birth in Pembroke Castle. The gigantic fortress
where he spent his childhood years lay some 12 miles inland
from the spot where Henry was supposed to have landed in
Milford Haven when he came to challenge Richard III in
August 1485.Henry’s landing and progress to Bosworth Field
were a gamble, but by 1485 the last of the Lancastrian
princes had little option but to ‘chance his arm.’ He had worn
out his welcome on the Continent and, despite his
unpopularity in some quarters of English society, there was
the real risk that Richard’s reign might finally begin to create
stability and financial success – Yorkist stability and success.
A gamble, yes, but one that had to be taken if the House of
Lancaster was to survive.In Following in the Footsteps of
Henry Tudor , we hear of the many fascinating stories from
Henry’s march and the places he visited – a journey that took
just over two weeks. It was a time of treachery and double
dealing but it culminated with the establishment of the Tudor
dynasty, the end of the Wars of the Roses and the beginnings
of the modern world.
Provides directions for how to track dragons over different
types of terrain, how to trap them, and how to train them.
This illustrated book for children shows you how things work.
Look inside the human body, explore the magic of Venice,
and take a tour around a movie studio - and much more! Part
of a unique series that the Guardian in 2016 voted one of the
best illustrated non-fiction books ever, More Incredible Crosssections is Stephen Biesty at the top of his game. In this
updated edition with a refreshed, contemporary style, he
gives readers an exploded view of 12 objects, places,
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landmarks, and modes of transport. But look closer! In every
picture is an alien who has lost his way: can you find him? As
you pore over Stephen Biesty's superbly detailed pages, you
will also discover loads of awesome facts. Did you know that
steam engines were notoriously difficult to stop, leading to
frequent accidents? Or that people at an Antarctic research
base rely on supplies from an aircraft's parachute drops
during winter? From windmills to cities, airports to space
stations, More Incredible Cross-sections is for curious minds
of any age interested in finding out how our amazing world
works.
A correspondence between a young paranormal researcher
and an oddly alluring woman is complemented by famous
case stories and genealogical information about three
vampire families.
Tells the swashbuckling tale of Captain Lubber's around-theworld voyage on the trail of female pirate Arabella
Drummond.
Go on a journey through the fabled Forgotten Realms and
color in an array of monsters, rogues, heroes and villains! The
Monsters and Heroes of the Realms: A Dungeons & Dragons
Coloring Book is a treasure trove of illustrations summoned
from the pages of the official Dungeons & Dragons manuals.
It features never-before-seen artwork and it includes 16
pages of inspirational full-color illustrations. In this book the
pen IS mightier than the sword!

Travel back to a time of knights and their epic
adventures with the next title in the bestselling Ology
series. The newest edition in the Ology series takes the
reader back to a time of myth and legend. Learn
everything a true knight needs to know, from chivalry and
key training for a squire to the best way to defend a
castle from attack.The book tells of tough tournaments,
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castle construction and defence, weapon mastery as well
as going on Crusades amongst other knightly pursuits.
The author, Sir Lancelot Marshall (a descendent of the
most famous knight Sir William Marshall,) has left the
book to his squire as he sets off on a quest to discover
the true burial site of King Arthur and his infamous sword
Excalibur. Can the tales within the book be true? And
why was the true location of the sword kept secret?
Prepare to enter twelve magical, mythological worlds full
of an incredible array of gods, monsters, heroes,
tricksters, and fantastical beasts! This atlas of mythology
shows how twelve extraordinary cultures saw the world.
For some, it was a giant tree or an upside-down
mountain, while others believed they were living on the
back of a giant turtle! Children will be fascinated as they
travel the world and discover what cultures such as the
Greeks, Egyptians, Hindus, Norse, Polynesian, Aztecs,
and many more believed.
In 1924 the wife of a Boston surgeon came to embody
the raging national debate over Spiritualism, a movement
devoted to communication with the dead. Reporters
dubbed her the blonde Witch of Lime Street, but she was
known to her followers simply as Margery. Her most
vocal advocate was Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, who
believed so thoroughly in Margery's powers that he
urged her to enter a controversial contest, sponsored by
Scientific American. Her supernatural gifts beguiled four
of the judges. There was only one left to convince ... the
acclaimed escape artist, Harry Houdini. Jaher captures
their electric public rivalry and the competition that
brought them into each other's orbit.
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Companion to the recent title, Mythology, in the bestselling Ology series. This is the full course in mythology
from the pen of Lady Hestia Evans. Originally written for
Lady Hestia's own children in the 19th century, the book
has been 'updated' to be relevant to the interests of
schoolchildren studying Ancient Greece today. With 25
chapters packed full of information on ancient Greek
gods, monsters, heroes, and culture as a whole, plus
suggestions for fun activities, this is a volume no aspiring
mythologists should be without.
Alienology features a retro-style, outer-space map that
tours the civilizations of alien planets while offering clues
about how to identify aliens who have infiltrated human
society, in a volume complemented by brain-teasers and
puzzles.
David Macaulay's troupe of curious mammoths lead you
through the basics of physics, biology, and chemistry in
this unconventional and highly original guide to science.
From the interior of an atom to the solar system and
beyond, the mammoths seek to understand the science!
These intrepid science demonstrators will go to
incredible lengths to educate and entertain. They wrestle
with magnets to understand their powerful force, make
mammoth models of different materials explore what
gives them mass, and step into an X-ray machine to
reveal the bones beneath their woolly exterior. Observing
and recording the mammoth's behavior is bestselling
illustrator David Macaulay, whose How Machines Work
won the Royal Society Young People's Book Prize in
2016. Renowned for his ability to explain complex ideas
with simple genius, Macaulay captures the oddball
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humor of his subject matter, making Macaulay's
Mammoth Science the perfect introduction to scientific
principles for the young and the young-at-heart.
The magnificent prints of Ernst Haeckel, who captured
the amazing forms of the natural world, spring to life in
this exciting pop-up book that reveals the vibrant
intricacy of his work. The book Art Forms in Nature is a
collection of prints, made by the scientist Ernst Haeckel,
of an enormous variety of flora and fauna from the seaincluding microscopic Radiolaria, starfish, and jelly fish.
Since Prestel published it in 1998, the book has been a
favorite with artists, designers, illustrators, and anyone
who enjoys the wondrous forms of the natural world.
Now paper engineer Maike Biederstaedt has
transformed Haeckel's transcendent work into a threedimensional book that allows readers to appreciate
Haeckel's vivid colors, exceptional precision, and
fascination with patterns and geometry. This stunning
book features seven pop-ups that allow readers to see
nature's brilliance the way that Haeckel did--as
marvelous, mathematically based creations that support
his theory of the unity of all living things. Certain to
appeal to his huge variety of fans, this pop-up version of
a timeless classic will be treasured for years to come.
The year is 1969, and Professor Allen Gray is ready to
lead you on a magical mystery tour of a world where
space creatures mingle with earthlings, unbeknownst to
all but a chosen few
Call it an encyclopedia of dragonology--this beautifully
illustrated, lovingly assembled tribute to all things
dragonological features a guide to dragon species; an inPage 12/15
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depth look at dragons' habits including those notorious
hoarding practices; practical essentials like how to care
for sick dragons; and a comprehensive glossary, index,
and much more!
What does it really take to be a knight? Peruse this
lavish novelty volume and be surprised. From the secret
order of Round Table Knights comes a tell-all guide to
the mythical occupation of knighthood — its history,
mysterious quests, and puzzles that live on to this day.
Inspired by the life of a most exemplary knight, this
fascinating book explores the art of mastering sword and
lance, the essential (and prohibitively expensive) warhorse, the ins and outs of a castle that a knight might
defend, and the skills needed to prevail in a jousting
tournament, with all its pageantry. No investigation of
knighthood would be complete without a look at the
Crusades, and a celebration of legendary knights such
as King Arthur, Sir Lancelot, and Sir Gawain, plus
vaunted icons such as Excalibur and the Holy Grail. In
true ’Ology fashion, this tip of the lance to a noble (and
misunderstood) profession offers a variety of interactive
flaps and other novelties to keep young squires fully
entertained.
Presents an introduction to dragonology that includes
spells for catching dragons, their natural history, and
descriptions of legendary dragons and dragonslayers.
Covers all aspects of espionage, including such topics as
secret operations, disguises, funding, surveillance, codes
and ciphers, cameras, moles, double agents,
interrogation, forgery, and black propaganda, presented
in a training manual format.
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Many years ago, the storytellers say, the great King
Arthur brought justice to England with the help of his
gallant Knights of the Round Table. Of these worthy
knights, there was never one so fearless, so chivalrous,
so honorable, so…shiny as the dashing Sir Lancelot, who
was quite good at defending the helpless and protecting
the weak, just as long as he’d had his afternoon nap.
Behold the very exciting and very funny adventures of
Lancelot the Great, as only acclaimed Arthurian author
Gerald Morris can tell them.
The thirteenth century brought new urgency to Catholic
efforts to convert non-Christians, and no Catholic ruler
was more dedicated to this undertaking than King Louis
IX of France. His military expeditions against Islam are
well documented, but there was also a peaceful side to
his encounter with the Muslim world, one that has
received little attention until now. This splendid book
shines new light on the king’s program to induce
Muslims—the “apple of his eye”—to voluntarily convert to
Christianity and resettle in France. It recovers a forgotten
but important episode in the history of the Crusades
while providing a rare window into the fraught
experiences of the converts themselves. William Chester
Jordan transforms our understanding of medieval
Christian-Muslim relations by telling the stories of the
Muslims who came to France to live as Christians. Under
what circumstances did they willingly convert? How
successfully did they assimilate into French society?
What forms of resistance did they employ? In examining
questions like these, Jordan weaves a richly detailed
portrait of a dazzling yet violent age whose lessons still
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resonate today. Until now, scholars have dismissed
historical accounts of the king’s peaceful conversion of
Muslims as hagiographical and therefore untrustworthy.
Jordan takes these narratives seriously—and uncovers
archival evidence to back them up. He brings his findings
marvelously to life in this succinct and compelling book,
setting them in the context of the Seventh Crusade and
the universalizing Catholic impulse to convert the world.
Just in time for Halloween! Find sundry novelties, flaps,
facsimiles, and more in a haunting--or is it
haunted?--volume that gives new meaning to the term
ghost writer. Have you been hearing strange footsteps
and knocks, whispers and rattling chains? Perhaps the
early-twentieth-century author of this newly discovered
tome has some secrets to share. Within the book's
weathered pages you'll hear of a headless French pirate
in search of his missing noggin, a vanishing pair of
young trickster twins, a ghostly woman who screams for
attention, and other communications from the "fun side."
Readers who wish to plumb the mysteries of the
paranormal will find some hands-on challenges to lift
their spirits, along with tips on a range of spectral
subjects, such as what to pack in a ghostologist's field
kit, how to distinguish the types of ghosts, the best ways
to hunt them, and spotting the unfortunate fakes and
frauds. Too bad the late author never got to see her
guide find its way into the world! But wait--what are those
strange and scratchy asides that appear in odd places
throughout the book?
Dr. Drake's collection of data on monsters.
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